Metabolic profiles of white and red-intermediate spinal motoneurons in the zebrafish.
To study the interactions between the citrate cycle and amino acid metabolism in zebrafish spinal motoneurons, we composed enzyme histochemical profiles from the activities of NAD-linked isocitrate dehydrogenase (NAD-ICDH), glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH). The enzyme assays were performed on serially-sectioned motoneuron somata. The motoneurons were identified by retrograde tracing from the trunk muscle and classified, on the basis of their location in the motor column, as those innervating the white, fast glycolytic fibers (WMNs) or those innervating the red and intermediate slow oxidative fibers (RIMNs). We found the following relationships between enzyme activities in WMNs: GDH correlates with G6PDH activity (r = 0.31; p = 0.02) and NAD-ICDH correlates with GDH activity (r = 0.37; p < 0.01); correlations between NAD-ICDH and SDH and between SDH and GDH are not significant. In RIMNs we found correlations between NAD-ICDH and SDH (r = 0.34; p = 0.03), between NAD-ICDH and GDH (r = 0.41; p < 0.01) and between GDH and SDH (r = 0.50; p < 0.01); the correlation between GDH and G6PDH is not significant. The differences in metabolic profiles between WMNs and RIMNs can be explained in the following way: in WMNs, alpha-ketoglutarate is drawn off from the citrate cycle and is used in amino acid metabolism whereas in RIMNs the removal of alpha-ketoglutarate from the cycle is balanced by formation of alpha-ketoglutarate. The data suggest that the functional role of the citrate cycle differs in the two motoneuron populations: in RIMNs energy generation predominates but in WMNs a role in biosyntheses seems most important.